FROM OUR ART GALLERY
PARTNERS
07 December 2022 | Global

Please enjoy this special selection of online content from our gallery
partners.
Live Tour and Members Q&A for ‘A very Baroque Christmas: A live tour of the
National Gallery’.
Thursday, 8th December 2022 at 18:30
One of our incredible art historians Timothy Revell will be streaming after hours in the
Gallery, highlighting the Christmas story in Baroque masterpieces by Caravaggio, Guido Reni
and other less well-known artists. Looking at both monumental paintings and smaller
domestic images featuring moments of brutality as well as radiant brilliance, the talk will also
ask whether these artists embodied their imagery and its messages or rebelled against it.
After the tour, Timothy will answer any questions you may have in a live Q&A, directly from
the Gallery. Read more info here.
Access the Tour

Whether you're in lockdown, looking for activities to do with kids or wanting a good excuse to
get lost in the arts, the Art Gallery of NSW has got you covered.
Brett Whiteley | Podcast Launch 6 October 2021 | Art Gallery of NSW
ART, LIFE & OTHER THING – BRETT WHITELEY
The Art Gallery of NSW is thrilled to launch Art, life and the other thing, a new podcast series
which explores the life and inﬂuence of one of Australia’s most celebrated artists, Brett
Whiteley. In this six-part series, podcast host and acclaimed arts presenter Fenella
Kernebone discusses Whiteley’s inﬂuence on the art world over the past 60 years with artists,
curators and academics.
Learn more

Brett Whiteley at Home.
Explore a 360-degree immersive experience of the Brett Whiteley Studio. Formerly the
workplace and home of the renowned Australian artist Brett Whiteley (1939-92), the Studio
now presents exhibitions relating to Whiteley’s art, archives and legacy.
Read more

STAY CONNECTED TO ART WITH HILMA AF KLINT AT HOME

More than a century ago, Swedish artist Hilma af Klint created paintings unlike anything that
had come before. This three minute ﬁlming of the Hilma af Klint – The Secret Paintings
exhibition is completely transporting and as Presenting Partner of the Gallery we delighted to
share this ﬁlming and a range of other content with you.
LEARN MORE

LOOKING FOR WAYS TO MAKE SURE YOUR KIDS ARE STAYING CREATIVE DURING
LOCKDOWN?

How to draw a face with Ben and Livvy Quilty | #TogetherInArt
We have plenty of ways to get creative with art-making videos and other fun activities!
Here are some of our highlight projects that we think you (and your kids) are going to love:
• How to make a toilet roll doll with Adrienne Doig
• How to draw a face with Ben and Livvy Quilty
• How to make a dada poem with Tony Albert and Bree
• How to weave your walk with Blake Griﬃths
There’s plenty more where those came from, so head to our treasure trove of resources and
discover ways to keep your kids entertained during the school holidays.
KIDS ART RESOURCES

LOOKING FOR THE BEST THING TO WATCH ON CATCH-UP TV?

As the Archibald Prize celebrates its centenary with an ambitious exhibition, art lover and
acclaimed actor Rachel Griﬃths embarks on a cultural romp through our most coveted and
controversial arts prize.
Stream this three-part documentary for free on ABC iview (Australian region only)
Trust us – it‘s worth the binge.
Watch now

JOIN US AS WE REVEAL TREASURES FROM BEHIND THE SCENES OF OUR ART
MUSEUM

The Courtyard Ladies | #TogetherInArt What's in the box?

Step behind the scenes at the Gallery and encounter incredible works by two of the most
respected and inﬂuential Aboriginal artists working today, Nyapanyapa Yunupiŋu and
Noŋgirrŋa Marawili, often referred to as the ‘Courtyard Ladies of Yirrkala’.
Join Erin Vink, assistant curator of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art, as she explores
groundbreaking works by these artists from their experimental and exciting careers.
Learn more

A SONG FOR THE SOUL

Ngaiire Fall into my arms | #TogetherInArt
Revisit Ngaiire’s moving performance of ‘Fall into my arms’, our ﬁrst-ever Together In Art
performance video ﬁlmed just days after the Gallery’s temporary closure to the public in
2020.
See all performances

LISTEN AND LAUGH

Every art museum has a secret (or
two)
Listen to the lecture series by head
librarian Steven Miller, who
uncovers some of the best kept
secrets from the Gallery.
Listen now

Lockdown laughs
When everyone else is baking
sourdough and you haven't been to
the shops yet.

Follow us on Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter.

MORE FROM THE ART GALLERY OF NSW,
AUSTRALIA

ASIAN COLLECTION – CURATOR BLOG
The Art Gallery of New South Wales has been collecting Asian art since 1879 when the ﬁrst
group of Japanese objects entered the collection. Since then the collection has grown to
include over 4000 works of art from across Asia, in a wide range of material, and from all
time periods – ancient to contemporary.
As the Presenting Partner for the Asian galleries, we are thrilled to be sharing with you a
selection of works that the galleries' Asian art curators have chosen from the diverse
collection.
These are not necessarily the most important or valuable, but each has something about it
that appeals to our curators and that we hope will capture your imagination too.
The curators who have contributed are, Natalie Seiz, curator of Asian art, Melanie Eastburn,
senior curator of Asian art, Yin Cao, curator of Chinese art and Matt Cox, curator of Asian art.

CHŌTENSAI EIJU PRESENTATION OF THE
COURTESAN TAKAO STORY
late 1790s, Art Gallery of New South Wales, purchased 1961

One of the more curious works I have found in the Asian collection was acquired in 1961.
Presentation of the courtesan Takao late 1700s, a woodblock print by Chōtensai Eiju (active
1789–1801) is currently on display in the exhibition In One Drop of Water in the lower Asian
gallery.
This is a type of print known as mitate-e, is a genre that uses allusions or puns to parody
classical art or events. Here the ﬁgure of the famous courtesan Takao 高尾whose name is on
the banner above the boat, is located in something akin to a thought bubble coming from the
mouth of a dead ﬁsh. This method of showing an idea or dream is perhaps a precursor to how
manga is communicated today.
During the Edo period (1603-1868), Takao’s story was well known and recounted in kabuki
plays, literature and song, although at times liberties were taken as to the story’s
accurateness. In one rendition of the tale, Takao was pledged to marry another, but the
feudal lord Date Tsunamune fell in love with her and insisted on buying her in coin. She was
so unhappy she tried to throw herself oﬀ the boat. Tsunemune was so furious he stabbed her
in the heart and threw her oﬀ himself. The print parodies the story by having the dead ﬁsh
make the allusion to Takao, as some courtesans look on in surprise.

Natalie Seiz, curator of Asian art

THAILAND ILLUSTRATED MANUSCRIPT OF
PHRA MALAI (POEM ABOUT THE VENERABLE
MONK MALAI)
1876, Art Gallery of New South Wales, Edward and Goldie Sternberg Southeast
Asian Art Fund 2005

The rich surface of the paint and the intriguing
tactility of concertina-folded books drew me to
this Thai manuscript. It unfolds to reveal the
story of the Buddhist monk Phra Malai who
attained miraculous powers through
meditation. He travels to the hells and
heavens, returning with vivid tales of horror
and bliss to remind humans to live virtuously.
The text is in Khom, a form of Cambodian
script only decipherable by trained monks.
Phra Malai manuscripts follow an established
format and were so popular that almost all 19th
century illustrated manuscripts from Thailand
tell his story. The paintings include gruesome
images of adulterers tortured in hell and an
episode in which a woodcutter presents Phra
Malai with eight lotuses to oﬀer in honour of
the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni. The
golden structure illustrated at the base of the
manuscript is called Chulamani Chedi. Located
in the heavens, it was built by the god Indra at
a reliquary for the hair Shakyamuni cut oﬀ
when renouncing princely his life. Phra Malai
appears on one side of Chulamani Chedi while
Indra (with green skin) and Brahma sit on the
other. Floating opposite are Maitreya the
Buddha of the future and his celestial
attendants.
Phra Malai’s story was recited by monks at
funerals and at weddings until the telling had
become so crude that King Rama I
(1781-1809) banned monks from performing
it. Rather than disappear, the story was
instead told by laymen, sometimes in costume
as Phra Malai.
Melanie Eastburn, senior curator of Asian
art

WU CHANGSHUO LOQUATS
1918, Art Gallery of New South Wales, purchased 1987 - 460.1987

Yin Cao, curator of Chinese art

Late spring to early summer marks the
harvest season for auspicious loquats. The
bright yellow colour of the fruit has earned it
the nickname ‘golden ball’ (huangjin wan) in
ancient Chinese poetry. Loquats are also
considered by traditional Chinese medical
practitioners to contain the energy (qi) of the
four seasons. In this ﬁne painting, the
prominent Chinese master painter Wu
Changshuo has created a balanced contrast
between the ﬁrm branches and leaf veins
executed with calligraphic stokes, and the
leaves and plump fruits which are depicted
using soft washes of ink.
Written by the artist, the poem in the right top
corner further seduces viewers into longing for
the juicy loquat fruit. It says: “During the
Duanyang (a festival on 5 May in the Lunar
calendar), the good fruit ripens with the warm
wind. Though its colour is like gold, that hardly
relieves poverty. Placed with pomegranate
ﬂowers on the table for appreciation, three chi
of craving saliva hang on the child’s mouth”.
An unusual ‘imperfection' in Wu’s poem, which
he inscribed in his unique and imperturbable
calligraphic style, adds to the vitality of the
work. Written at the end of the poem are eight
smaller characters noting an incorrect word in
the poem. They read “‘qiong’ [窮] is mistakenly
written as ‘pin’ ［貧］, Lao Fou [Wu’s sobriquet]
self-checked”. What an elegant way for the
master, who was 75 when he painted Loquats,
to be truthful to himself.

JANGARH SINGH SHYAM PEACOCK AND
SNAKE
1992, Art Gallery of New South Wales, DG Wilson Bequest Fund 2019

Late last year the Gallery acquired this
stunning painting by the Indian artist Jangarh
Sing Shyam. In response to drought and
widespread changes in living conditions during
the 1980s, the Bharat Bhavan arts centre in
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, encouraged local
and international curators and artists to spend
time in Indian Indigenous communities. This
acted as a catalyst for many Indian Indigenous
painters to take on new subjects and
mediums. Raised within a community of Gond
people and a family of bards, Jangarh Sing
Shyam’s artistic talent was encouraged by the
renowned modernist painter J Swaminath. The
young Jangarh Sing Shyam made the
transition from village life to Bhopal and his
painting went on to feature in major
international exhibitions.

In the village environment, Gond paintings are painted directly onto walls to illustrate folklore
and celebrate important social events. In the international scene, Jangarh Singh Shyam
translated Gond songs and stories into exquisite paintings on paper. Peacock and snake
encapsulates his vibrant style that gives life to myriad myths animated by the animals, birds,
mountains and deities of his village home.
Following inclusion in the pivotal exhibition Magiciens de la terre, retour sur exposition
legendaire in Paris in 1989, Jangarh Singh Shyam’s international reputation continued to
climb, but his fame brought with it unfortunate circumstances that culminated in his untimely
death in Japan in 2001. Almost 20 years after his death, this painting emits an energy strong
enough to excite even the most indiﬀerent critic of contemporary art.
Matt Cox, curator of Asian art

POCKET EXHIBITION
As presenting partner of the AGNSW Asian Galleries, we are delighted to bring you a
Together in Art Pocket Exhibition, curated by Melanie Eastburn. “From the muddiest waters,
the lotus blooms pure and bright. I always smile when I see the lovers Radha and Krishna
covered in petals, a goddess nursing the elephant-headed infant Ganesha, boys frolicking in a
lotus pond, or Krishna prancing by the Yamuna river.”
View exhibition

THE NATIONAL GALLERY, LONDON, UK

PICTURE OF THE WEEK
Available only to the Gallery’s supporters, we are pleased to share with you the links to
"Picture of the Week" from The National Gallery's Director, Gabriele Finaldi.
Week 1 – Vermeer
Week 2 – Cezanne
Week 3 – Titian
Week 4 – Lawrence
Week 5 – Corot
Week 6 - Giovanni Belli
Week 7 - Bridget Riley
Week 8 - Zurbaran
Week 9 - The Wilton Diptych
Week 10 - Agostino Carracci
Week 11 - Liotard
Week 12 - Rembrandt
Week 13 - Pissarro
Week 14 - Luis Egidio Meléndez de Rivera
Durazo y Santo
Week 15 - Raphael
Week 16 - Carlo Crivelli
Week 17 - Laurits Andersen Ring
Week 18 - Orazio Gentileschi
Week 19 - Madame Vigée Le Brun

Week 20 - Pieter Saenredam
Week 21 - Albrecht Altdorfer
Week 22 - Gainsborough
Week 23 - Giotto
Week 24 - Ribera
Week 25 - Bernardo Bellotto

Week 42 - Bermejo

Week 26 - Poussin

Week 43 - Leonardo Cartoon

Week 27 - Mantegna

Week 44 - Correggio

Week 28 - Catharina van Hemessen

Week 45 - Cenni di Pepi

Week 29 - Velázquez

Week 46 - Artemisia Gentileschi

Week 30 - Velázquez, Murillo and Valdés
Leal

Week 47 - Berthe Morisot's Summer’s
Day

Week 31 - Monet

Week 48 - Wilton Diptych

Week 32 - Jan Gossaert

Week 49 - Ingres’s Madame Moitessier

Week 33 - Canaletto
Week 34 - Jan van Eyck
Week 35 - Michelangelo
Week 36 - Sean Scully
Week 37 - Caravaggio
Week 38 - Hans Holbein
Week 39 - Gainsborough and Ruben
Week 40 - Diego Velázquez

Week 41 - Sandro Botticelli

EXCLUSIVE VIDEO TOURS OF DAVID HOCKNEY: DRAWING FROM LIFE AND CECIL
BEATON'S BRIGHT YOUNG THINGS
As Spring Season sponsors of The National Portrait Gallery, we have gained an
unprecedented opportunity to capture exclusive footage of the Gallery's ﬂagship
exhibitions, which we are delighted to now share with you. While we know this is no
substitute for visiting in person, we hope that the footage manages to capture the essence of
the gallery and these two high proﬁle artists.
DAVID HOCKNEY: DRAWING FROM LIFE
David Hockney's drawings in over 20 years. David Hockney: Drawing from Life explores
Hockney as a draughtsman from the 1950's to the present focusing on depictions of himself
and a small group of sitters close to him.

CECIL BEATON'S BRIGHT YOUNG THINGS

Cecil Beaton's Bright Young Things explores the eccentric and glamourous world of the
1920's and 30's seen through the eyes of renowned British photographer Cecil Beaton.

More on wellbeing and culture

We are also delighted to share with you a message from the Director of the National Gallery
recorded by the Head of Conservation on Monday 11 May 2020. Subtitles are available and
can be viewed by clicking on the subtitle icon on the lower right, once the video has started.
National Gallery - a message from Gabriele Finaldi

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS: IN THE GALLERY WITH LARRY KEITH
Thursday, 18 June 2020
Larry Keith, Head of Conservation and Keeper at the National Gallery, shares the privilege of
his exclusive access to the collection and discusses some of the paintings that have
particularly resonated with him during this period of temporary closure
Access the video

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW OF THE JULIA AND HANS RAUSING ROOM, THE NATIONAL
GALLERY
Thursday, 2 July 2020
Letizia Treves, The James and Sarah Sassoon Curator of Later Italian, Spanish, and French
17th-Century Paintings and Steve Vandyke, Head of Building and Facilities at the National
Gallery, talk about the restoration and re-hang of this magniﬁcent gallery
Access the video

SUBSCRIBE TO STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH INSIGHTS, LEGAL UPDATES, EVENTS, AND
MORE
Close
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